Dear Members and Friends,

_GSI_ is working on two gatherings this fall. On the weekend of October 5-7, 2018, we will have the FIRST Southwest Regional Get Together (http://genshoah.org/pdfs/first-southwest-regional-retreat.pdf) for children and adult grandchildren of survivors in Las Vegas. For more information on that please see the Retreat Tentative Schedule (http://genshoah.org/pdfs/retreat-tentative-schedule.pdf) or contact Esther Finder, President of Generations of the Shoah – Nevada (GS-N) at genshoah@gmail.com. _GSI_ is also working with the World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants on their annual conference in West Palm Beach, Florida on the weekend of November 9th, the anniversary of Kristallnacht. For information and registration www.holocaustchild.org/index.php/product/2018-conference-registration/

Congratulations to Jud Newborn on receiving the Spirit of Anne Frank Human Writes Award. For more: www.annefrank.com/safa.

Please send in your fall program listings, including those for _Kristallnacht_. In our next edition (September 2018) we will run event information from September through November.

**Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)**

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of _landsmanschaften_ and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the _GSI_ interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.
To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook Group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

### ANNOUNCEMENTS


**Responses to the Amendment to Poland’s Act on the Institute of National Remembrance**

**From the Association of Holocaust Organizations (AHO):** On July 8, 2018, the Board of Directors of the Association of Holocaust Organizations called upon the government of Poland to revoke its controversial law regarding Holocaust research and stated that amending the law to remove criminal prosecution while leaving open the possibility of civil procedures is not sufficient.

The law continues to place the burden of proof on Holocaust survivors, scholars and educators. This is not an acceptable solution and any attempt to inhibit historical research or threaten open expression on the Holocaust in Poland must be rejected. Therefore the Board shares the concerns raised by institutions such as Yad Vashem, the Simon Wiesenthal Center and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, as well as experts such as Prof. Yehuda Bauer who have all pointed out that historical facts cannot be legislated. The AHO Board also urges Poland’s government to take immediate steps to counter the antisemitism that has erupted in the wake of the controversy surrounding the law.

The Association of Holocaust Organizations is an international network of over 370 organizations and individuals working for the advancement of Holocaust education, remembrance and research.

**US Holocaust Museum Statement on Amendment to Poland’s Act on the Institute of National Remembrance**

**Wiesenthal Center:** Poland Should Rescind Law Criminalizing Holocaust Research, Not Merely Drop Penalties
**Appeal for assistance from the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) for those in the UK:**
The BBC’s long-running children’s news programme, Newsround, is planning a documentary about the Holocaust. The programme is looking for a child to share their family stories, tracing back their relatives’ lives during the Holocaust. The child will learn about the significance of what took place and why it’s important for future generations to always remember what happened during this time.

- The child needs to be 12 – 14 years old approx. and happy to be filmed in the UK and abroad on this subject.
- They should have one or two relatives with different stories to tell, whose lives we can trace from childhood through the time of the Holocaust.
- Ideally, their relatives will have documents from the era that we can film (e.g. photos, passports etc).
- The child (plus a parent or grandparent) must be available to travel in the first two weeks of September (this is to be confirmed). They will travel to the countries their relatives were from.
- The child must not have visited the countries before and be curious to find out more about their family history.

If you - or anyone you know – are interested in taking part, please contact us before Monday 23rd July: newsroundplanning@bbc.co.uk

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

**2018 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer National Conference for Educators**
English Language Arts Session: July 23 – 25, 2018  
Social Studies / History Session: July 26 – 28, 2018  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

[Learn More](#)

**Tracing and Documenting Victims of Nazi Persecution: History of the International Tracing Service (ITS) in Context**
October 8-9, 2018  
Bad Arolsen, Germany


2018 Ethel LeFrak Holocaust Education Conference

**Women, The Holocaust and Genocide**
October 21 – 23, 2018  
Seton Hill University, Greensburg, PA
For more: www.setonhill.edu/centers-community-programs/holocaust-center/ethel-lefrak-holocaust-education-conference/

The 11th Annual Powell-Heller Conference for Holocaust Education

**Anatomy in National Socialist (Nazi) Germany – Politics, Science, Ethics and Legacies**

October 24 – 26, 2018

Pacific Lutheran University, 12180 Park Ave S, Tacoma, WA

For more: plu.edu/holocaustconference

**The Holocaust: Global Perspectives and National Narratives**

November 1 – 4, 2018

Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO

For more: hef@northwestern.edu.

**New Directions in Holocaust Studies**

November 9 – 11, 2018

Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA

For more: www.pamla.org/2018/topics/new-directions-holocaust-studies

**World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants In Conjunction with Generations of the Shoah International (GSI) Intergenerational Conference**

November 9 – 12, 2018

West Palm Beach Marriott Hotel, West Palm Beach, FL

For more: www.holocaustchild.org/index.php/product/2018-conference-registration/

**The Time Dimension During and Regarding the Holocaust: In Real-Time and in Retrospect**

December 17 – 20, 2018

International Institute for Holocaust Research, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: research.institute@yadvashem.org.il

**Denial: The Final Stage of Genocide**

April 13 – 14, 2019

University of North Carolina, Charlotte, North Carolina

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Writing Workshops for Second-generation Holocaust Survivors

Sept. 24, 2018
11:00 am – 3:00 pm (lunch served) and
Oct. 1, 8, 15, 22 and 29, 2018 from 1:00 – 3:00 pm
Drew Center for Holocaust/Genocide Study, Madison, NJ
No fee for participation but it is expected that participants attend all six sessions.
For more: www.drew.edu/ holocaust-genocide-study-department/about-us/events/

Buried Words:
A Workshop on Sexuality, Violence and Holocaust Testimonies
October 11, 2018
Toronto, Canada
For more: stephanie@azrielifoundation.org.

Echoes and Reflections Professional Development Workshop

Teaching the Holocaust, Empowering Students
and Spotlight on Contemporary Antisemitism
October 22, 2018  9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ
For registration and more information: http://cse.edu/about-cse/centers/hge/fall-2018-events

America and the Holocaust
November 8, 2018  8:30 am – 3:30 pm
Seattle, WA
Learn more and register

From the Living Room to the World-Wide Web:
Documenting, Uploading and Utilizing
November 11 – 15, 2018
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: www.ehri-project.eu/ehri-seminar-yad-vashem-living-room-world-wide-web-documenting-uploading-and-utilizing-holocaust

Searching for Each Other: Survivors Attempts in the Post-War Period to Locate Missing Relatives and Friends
December 10 – 11, 2018
International Institute for Holocaust Research, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: research.institute@yadvashem.org.il
UPCOMING EVENTS

The Wiener Library’s collection of Nazi calendars. For more: www.wienerlibrary.co.uk

Now – August 19, 2018—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: Memory Unearthed: The Lodz Ghetto Photographs of Henryk Ross, featuring more than 200 photographs, supplemented by artifacts and testimony presented in the context of Lodz Ghetto history. Guided tours available Tuesdays and Sundays at 2:00 pm, free with admission, advance registration strongly recommended. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Now – August 26, 2018—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: New Dimensions in Testimony, featuring specialized display technologies and next-generation natural language processing to provide an intimate experience with a Holocaust survivor. For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Now – August 26, 2018—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: The Number on Great-Grandpa’s Arm, featuring the short HBO documentary accompanied by rotoscope animation which brings the film’s archival footage and photos to life. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Now – August 28, 2018—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race. For more: dowi@jhbholocaust.co.za

Now – August 31, 2018—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida
851 North Maitland Avenue, Maitland, FL
US Holocaust Memorial Museum exhibit: Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race. For more information: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=TEDDLYMDNCFL0818

Exhibit: London 1938: Defending ‘Degenerate’ German Art

Now – September 23, 2018—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: 75th Anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, telling the stories of the uprising’s leaders and local Survivors who lived through the heroic resistance through photos. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org.

Now – October 11, 2018—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Exhibition: Americans and the Holocaust and American Witnesses. For more information: https://www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/

Now – November 8, 2018—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: The 1938 Projekt: Posts from the Past, featuring materials illustrating the range of reactions and emotions of those struggling to escape Germany and Austria in order to survive. For more: www.cjh.org/culture/exhibitions/1938-projekt
July 18, 2018, 11:30 am—Friedman Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Lunch and Learn: Karen Trieger shares the story of her in-laws, Esther and Sam Goldberg, who survived in hiding with the support of the non-Jewish Stys families. Learn more. Fees. Register today.

July 18, 2018, 6:30 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, England, UK
Émigré Artists in Britain after 1933 will look at the experiences of the mostly Jewish émigré artists. Book your place.

July 18, 2018, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Film screening: Race and Society in Nazi Germany and the US: From Swastika to Jim Crow followed by panel discussion with Hank Klibanoff and Dr. Joyce Ladner. For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=MASWASJIMFILM0618

July 19, 2018 - January 13, 2019—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: Stories of Survival: Object, Image, Memory, featuring photographs of personal artifacts brought to America by local survivors of the Holocaust and other genocides, along with written text describing the object’s significance and history. Free with museum admission. For more information: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/pages/exhibitions/special-exhibitions/upcoming-special-exhibitions/

July 19, 2018, 1:30 pm—San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, CA
As part of the Comic Con gathering, panel discussion: Art During the Holocaust with panelists survivor Ruth Goldschmiedova Sax, her daughter Sandra Scheller, GSI’s Esther Finder and Robert Scott, owner of Comickaze in San Diego. For more: www.comic-con.org/

July 20 – 27, 2018—Royal Movie Theater, 11523 Santa Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, CA
The Damascus Cover, a film about Israel, Syria and the Holocaust, based on the novel by Howard Kaplan. For specific theaters and times: www.latemmle.com/, (310) 478-0410

July 21, 2018, 6:15 pm—CineArts. Palo Alto, CA
July 22, 2018 4:00 pm—Castro Theater, San Francisco, CA
As part of the San Francisco Jewish Film Festival, Who Will Write Our History about the secret archive of the Warsaw Ghetto. For the trailer and tickets click here.

July 23, 2018, 7:00 pm—Congregation Ezra Bessaroth, Seattle, WA
Diplomatic Rescuers: Rhodes and Beyond featuring Dr. Roberto Dondisch-Glowinski (Consul General of Mexico) on the challenges and opportunities facing diplomats today, and Dee Simon on diplomatic rescuers during the Holocaust. Learn More and RSVP

July 23, 2018, 7:00 pm—Congregation Kehillat Ma-arav, 1715 21st St, Santa Monica, CA
Marta Fuchs will speak about The Righteous Gentile Who Saved My Father. Suggested donation. For more and to RSVP: 310-829-0566 or www.km-synagogue.org

July 24, 2018, 7:00 pm—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, Johannesburg, South Africa
Screening of the documentary film The Story of Lina Amato which explores how the Turkish Consul-General on Rhodes Island, Greece, saved 42 Jews. RSVP: dowi@jhholocaust.co.za
July 26 – December 30, 2018—Holocaust Memorial Center Zekelman Family Campus, 28123 Orchard Lake Rd, Farmington, MI
Exhibit Filming the Camps: From Hollywood to Nuremberg. For more information: www.holocaustcenter.org/home

July 28, 2018, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

July 28, 2018, 12:30 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Own Voices. Hear survivors tell their stories and answer audience questions in person. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org.

July 28, 2018, 6:00 pm—Albany Twin Theater, Albany, CA
As part of the San Francisco Jewish Film Festival, Who Will Write Our History about the secret archive of the Warsaw Ghetto. For the trailer and tickets click here.

July 29, 2018, 2:00 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Unlocking Holocaust-Era Family Records: US Holocaust Memorial Museum Resources for Genealogy. Dr. Diane Afoumado, Chief of Research and Reference Branch, Holocaust Survivors and Victims Resource Center, reveals how the Museum assists people the world over to learn the fate of their families. Reservations required; www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

August 1, 2018, 7:30 pm—Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education, Lincroft, NJ
Special Event and Book Signing: Thrown Upon the World with authors George and Charles Kolber. Fees. For more and to RSVP: 732-224-1889 or Ally.Evans@Chhange.org.

August 2, 2018, 7:00 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
US film premiere: The Interpreter, the tale of an unusual duo—the son of Holocaust victims and the son of the SS officer responsible for their deaths—travel together to Slovakia to meet surviving witnesses of the wartime tragedy. A talkback with Holocaust survivors follows. Fees. Reservations required: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

August 5, 2018, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive Speaker Series: Hear Polish Holocaust survivor Bronia Brandman discuss her experiences during the Holocaust. For more information and to reserve a seat: https://mjhnych.org/events/stories-survive-speaker-series-bronia-brandman/

August 5, 2018, 1:00 pm—Courage and Compassion Sculpture, Smith Field (corner of Baldwin Rd and Route 46), Parsippany, NJ
Remembering Raoul Wallenberg and His Inspirational Message of Courage and Compassion with special guests, sculptor Ed Adams and Holocaust survivor, Harry Ettlinger, co-chair of the original Wallenberg sculpture committee. For more information: call Meyer Rosenthal, 973 263-0500 or Township of Parsippany, 973 263-4262.
August 9, 2018, 5:30 pm—The Bookstore, 11 Housatonic Street, Lenox, MA
**Helen Epstein**, author of *Children of the Holocaust* and *Where She Came From: A Daughter's Search for her Mother's History* will be reading from the last of the trilogy, *The Long Half-Lives of Love and Trauma*. For more: [helenepstein.com](http://helenepstein.com)

August 12, 2018, 11:00 am—Wheaton Forest Local Park, 1700 University Blvd West, Wheaton, MD
First Intergenerational Picnic sponsored by Generations After and 3GDC in the Washington area, for survivors and all the generations. For more: [Registration Link](http://engage@3gdc.org)

August 12, 2018, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design.** For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

August 12, 2018, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Survivor Talks – In Our Own Voices.** Hear survivors tell their stories and answer audience questions in person. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

August 12, 2018, 1:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Family Art Program: Bring Your Family Heirloom to Life.** Bring a favorite family keepsake or printed photo of one and join master storyteller **Susan Stone** who will help you create a work of art that tells a special family story. For families with kids ages 5-15. Reservations required: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

August 19, 2018, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Film & Discussion: 13 Minutes**, the true story of Georg Elser's failed attempt to assassinate Adolf Hitler in November 1939. Reservations required; [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

August 25, 2018, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design.** For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

August 25, 2018, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Survivor Talks – In Our Own Voices.** Hear survivors tell their stories and answer audience questions in person. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

August 25, 2018, 5:00 pm—Covered area, Sabes Jewish Community Center, 4330 Cedar Lake Rd, St. Louis Park, MN
2nd Annual Generations After picnic. All generations welcome. Families bring their own picnic dinner. Drinks, treats and games provided. For more: [genaftermn@toleranceminnesota.org](mailto:genaftermn@toleranceminnesota.org)

September 4, 2018, 6:00 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, England, UK
**Space & Place in Holocaust Studies: What We Have Learned and Future Research** with Professors **Tim Cole** and **Alberto Giordano.** [Book your place](mailto:Book your place)
September 30, 2018, 2:00 pm—Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County, 100 Crescent Beach Road, Glen Cove, NY
Exhibit: *Cecelia Goetz: The Aggressive War Chief of Nuremberg*. Cecelia Goetz was the only American female prosecutor to deliver an opening statement at the Nuremberg Trials. Suggested donation. RSVP recommended: axelsarmiento@hmtcli.org, (516) 571-8040 x107

October 2, 2018, 4:00 pm—Dorothy Young Center for the Arts, Drew University, Madison, NJ
*Marking the 80th Anniversary of the Dismemberment of Czechoslovakia in 1938: A discussion with Peter Fleischmann, Susan Lederman, and Eva Vogel, whose lives were affected by the outcome of the Munich Agreement.* For more: www.drew.edu/holocaust-genocide-study-department/about-us/events/

October 5 – 7, 2018—JW Marriott Las Vegas Resort & Spa, Las Vegas, NV
*Southwest Regional Get Together* for children and adult grandchildren of Holocaust survivors. Meet and explore common interests and consider our changing role in carrying our unique legacy into the future. Fees. For more information: genshoah@gmail.com or genshoah1@cox.net.

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters
Yad Vashem [here](#)
Wiener Library newsletter [click here](#)
Memoria [EN] No. 9 / June 2018

**FYI...** The [International Tracing Service archive](#) contains over 30 million records related to the documentation of Nazi persecution and liberated survivors of the Holocaust. While some of the records contained in the archive can be understood with little background knowledge, a large number of them are difficult to understand without contextual information. International Tracing Service in Bad Arolsen staff members have developed a new series of online e-guides to decode some of the documents. The first guide aims to assist those looking at concentration camps.

Not every single type of concentration camp document is decoded, but the information is a rich and valuable resource in understanding the mechanics and bureaucracy of camp life. Moreover, the e-guide’s ability to help us understand the significance of each card has the potential to help users gain a fuller understanding of the day to day life of camp inmates.
The goal is to extend this resource to cover documents connected to Displaced Persons and forced labor, for availability in winter 2018/19 and summer 2019 respectively. [Read more](#)

**FYI...** From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum *The Big Questions of Holocaust History*
FYI... Call for documents related to Kristallnacht (The November Pogrom)
To coincide with the 80th anniversary Kristallnacht, the Wiener Library’s autumn 2018 exhibition will examine the November Pogrom. We are seeking original personal document collections from Jewish refugees and survivors who may have witnessed Kristallnacht, including diaries, letters, photos, camp-related documents, emigration papers, and others related to the events of 9-10 November 1938. The documents, which can either be loaned temporarily for display or donated to the Library to enrich our collections, may be shown in the autumn exhibition. Please contact Christine Schmidt (cschmidt@wienerlibrary.co.uk) or Barbara Warnock (bwarnock@wienerlibrary.co.uk) for further information.

FYI... Documentary filmmakers Cathy Fischer and Shaleece Haas are working on a film about grandchildren of Holocaust survivors (3Gs) who have tattooed their grandparents’ concentration camp numbers on their bodies. Cathy is descended from three Holocaust survivors and several members of her extended family have tattoos that mirror their grandparents’.

If you know of any descendants that bear their relatives’ numbers in a tattoo, please invite them to reach out to the filmmakers at tattoo3g@gmail.com. Cathy and Shaleece can share more about the project and answer any questions. www.facebook.com/3Gtattooproject/

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics: http://defendinghistory.com/welcome-to-defending-history

FYI... Videos, audios, podcasts and / or slideshows of interest:
Across Borders – International

Australia
Watch: Australian PM Denounces Nazi Flag Flown on Army Vehicle

Austria
This man is cleaning all 388 Holocaust plaques in his city (BBC)
This Man Is Cleaning All 388 Memorial Plaques For Nazi Victims In Salzburg

Canada
'Love our differences': Trudeau signs guestbook at Auschwitz

Israel
Watch: Exodus 1947 – A Perilous Journey to the Future Jewish State
Watch: Hovering Over Polish Soil, IDF Paratroopers Recall Holocaust
Watch: Netanyahu Praises Softening of Poland’s Holocaust Law
Watch: Netanyahu Mulls Revisions to Israel-Poland Holocaust Declaration
UK

Watch: How Prince William’s Great-Grandmother Saved Jews from the Nazis
Watch: Prince William Lays Wreath at Jerusalem’s Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum
Watch: UK Chief Rabbi Discusses Prince William’s ‘Historic’ Visit
The 97-Year-Old Reunited with her Nazi-Looted Masterpiece ..
Constable: Teaching 'Never Forget' to kids who don't yet know Holocaust

USA

Preserving the legacy of Holocaust survivors
Holocaust survivor meets family of doctor who saved his life
Holocaust Survivor Shares Experience with Students on Anne Frank's Birthday
Skokie: The legacy of the would-be Nazi march in a town of Holocaust survivors
Woman Finds Family Her Grandmother Saved From Nazis, Loses Relatives To Violence
Watch: How Do We Carry A Legacy And Transform Loss Into Lasting Impact?

FYI... Articles in the news... Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If any link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

UN Slammed for ‘Softcore Holocaust Denial,’ Weak Response to Anti-Semitism
Watchdog group: United Nations ignores antisemitism, de-Judaizes Holocaust
Holocaust education ‘not enough’ to tackle antisemitism, Unesco warns
Why humans are cruel
Anti-Semitic vandals hit shop in Italy, Holocaust monuments in France, Holland

Australia

Figuring Out What It Means to Be a Grandmother
High school students suspended after Nazi salute, bullying
Australian students slammed for dressing up as Nazi officers and concentration camp prisoners
Australian Jewish Group Slams ‘Foolish Students’ Who Dressed as Nazis, KKK Members More...
Australian Jews Slam ‘Vulgar, Shocking’ Anti-Semitic Act on Campus

Austria
Austria: We took too long to admit our role in Holocaust
Austrian chancellor meets Holocaust survivors, poses for selfie at Western Wall
Opinion: Israel and Austria – a Pragmatic Alliance
Demanding apology from Yad Vashem, Austria’s administration is undermining its credibility
Preserving the memory of Holocaust victims
Salzburg has 388 memorial plaques for Nazi victims. This man is cleaning them all

Belarus
Belarus: An unknown story of the Holocaust brings forgotten camp ‘back into Europe’s conscience’ | DW | 29.06.2018

Belgium
Belgian prince likens criticism of his conduct to Holocaust persecution of Jews

Brazil
Rio mayor sings to raise funds for Holocaust memorial

Bulgaria
Don’t Fall for ‘Holocaust Revisionism,’ Former ADL Chief Foxman Urges Bulgarian PM, Amid Row Over World War II Exhibit

Canada
Active Holocaust restitution funds: not too late to apply for some
Holocaust-denying Canadians on trial in Munich
Auschwitz escapee told the world about Nazi genocide - The Globe ...
Emotional PM Trudeau visits Auschwitz | Toronto Sun
Justin Trudeau tours Auschwitz with Holocaust survivor
Trudeau in tears at Auschwitz concentration camp with ...
The Shameful Record of the Church and the Holocaust in Canada
Freedom; or, How a Family of Survivors Found Its Place in ...
Man who lost family members in Holocaust opposes Nazi artifact sales
Rosensweig: How do I teach my son about the Holocaust?
Holocaust survivor brings wise words to Trent Durham graduation
Ethnic communities urge Quebec to adopt mandatory genocide curriculum
New Montreal Holocaust Museum exhibit explores genocide, and how to prevent it
Canadian Professor Accused of Holocaust Denial Blames Jewish Families for ‘Islamophobia Industry’

China
The hidden history of Shanghai’s Jewish quarter (Atlas Obscura)

Croatia
Sunglasses company holds a photo shoot at Croatian Holocaust memorial

Czech Republic
At Unveiling of New Terezin Monument, European Jewish Leader Warns ‘Lessons of Holocaust Have Been Forgotten’
Czech Holocaust survivor warns against rising tide of antisemitism and racism across Europe
Drama about Holocaust denial takes top prize at Czech film festival

Estonia
Plaque honoring SS officer unveiled in Estonia

Finland
Finland to probe role of SS volunteers in WWII atrocities
Finland investigating role of SS volunteers during Holocaust

France
Slain Holocaust survivor's granddaughter speaks at UN
From Nazi hunters to warriors against today's fascism
France to honor rights icon, Holocaust survivor Simone Veil with Pantheon burial
Bernard-Henri Lévy: Simone Veil, Emmanuel Macron, and the Panthéon
Recovered in Paris flea market, 1924 Austrian silent film is a Holocaust preview
Claude Lanzmann, Epic Chronicler of the Holocaust, Dies at 92 - The ...
Claude Lanzmann, Director of 'Shoah,' Dies at 92 – Variety
Tribute to Claude Lanzmann - en.unesco.org
Claude Lanzmann, filmmaker behind famed Holocaust documentary ‘Shoah,’ dies at 92
Claude Lanzmann And The Cinema Of Memory And Absence
Making Absence Visible: Remembering Claude Lanzmann — Jewish Journal
Shoah director Claude Lanzmann was as uncompromising as his art
The Holocaust Existentialist – Foreign Policy
Claude Lanzmann: a superstar intellectual of impeccable integrity and rigour | Peter Bradshaw
Marc Chagall's Jewish identity was crucial to his best work (Artsy)

Germany
Germany Agrees to $88 Million More for Holocaust Survivors
Germany increases funding for Holocaust survivors by $88 million
Holocaust Survivors To Receive Increased Social Welfare ...
How the woman who identified Hitler’s dental remains ended up in prison
German Politician: Nazi Era a ‘Speck of Bird Poop’ in German History
German nationalist party co-head apologizes for calling Nazi era ‘speck of bird poop’ in country’s history
Former Green party candidate on trial in Germany for denying Holocaust
Himmler’s daughter once worked for German spy agency
Heinrich Himmler's daughter Gudrun Burwitz, unrepentant neo-Nazi, dies aged 88
Gudrun Burwitz, ever-loyal daughter of Nazi mastermind ...
Daughter of Holocaust survivors honored for founding German Jewish film festival
The daughter of Holocaust survivors founded a Jewish film festival in Germany. She just won a big award.
A child Holocaust survivor will retrace his escape route by bicycle
Berlin – Cyclists Retrace Jewish Child Refugees’ Journey To Britain
Eighty years after Kindertransport - descendants retrace ...
Kindertransport cyclists complete “emotional” 600-mile bike ride from Berlin to London
Return of Nazi-looted art 'rights an injustice' - Israel National News
When a Bavarian Monastery Provided a Home to Jewish Refugees
German Court Sentences Neo-Nazi to Life for Murder of Migrants
Book review: Living With Hitler
Book review: Architects of Death - The Jewish Chronicle

Greece
The last link to a doomed Jewish community in Crete watches its rebirth with gratitude

Hungary

Hungary's Ferencvaros, Jewish leaders remember heroic coach
Hungarian football club dedicates match against Israeli ...
Hungarian football club to honor legendary Holocaust-era ...

Israel

Shoah-era postcards delivered to writer's descendants, 75 years later ...
Prince William at Yad Vashem: We must not forget
Netanyahu: Poland’s Retreat on Holocaust Law a Victory for ‘Truth’
Polish partnership draws ire - Israel News - Jerusalem Post
Israel is yielding to Poland's Holocaust narrative
The Latest: Israel Holocaust center welcomes Polish law move
Yad Vashem says joint Israel-Poland Holocaust declaration has ‘grave ...
Yad Vashem Rebukes Israeli and Polish Governments Over Holocaust ...
Outrage At Yad Vashem Over Holocaust Law Rewrite
Holocaust scholar Yehuda Bauer slams Israeli detente with ...
Hard Questions about Holocaust Memory Desecration
Yad Vashem's chief historian: We can live with joint Israeli-Polish ...
Analysis: When realpolitik crosses the line - Opinion - Jerusalem Post
Bennett makes studying of Poles’ role in Holocaust mandatory
Replica of Dutch synagogue destroyed in WWII opens near Jerusalem
Haifa U Unveils Salvaged Artworks from Artists Who Perished in Holocaust
92-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Makes It Home - Jerusalem Post
Born into the arms of an SS officer | The Blogs
New book claims a ‘secret deal’ between Nazis and Allies cut the Holocaust short
The Jewish man who survived World War II in Axis-era Japan
Elie Wiesel: A yahrzeit cloud and portrait of love ...
Elie Wiesel memorial plaque unveiled at Jerusalem ...
Marking Two Years Since The Death Of The Late Elie Wiesel ...
Was a Japanese Righteous Among the Nations snubbed by Yad Vashem?
Nazi-confiscated pen helps track down survivor’s son, rewrite family history
Italy

Italian Jews recall Holocaust-era law in condemning plan to register country’s Roma

How one Italian kept a Jewish woman hidden in her attic during the war — and took the secret to the grave

Mahler’s Niece & the Auschwitz Women’s Orchestra

Platform 16 Holocaust Deportation Memorials

Italy's Jews from Emancipation to Fascism by Shira Klein

Lithuania

A Book and a Sword in the Vilna Ghetto - Jewish Review of Books

Ghosts of Lithuania's past brought back by a child's toy – POLITICO

Luxembourg

Hear Holocaust survivor - Delano - Luxembourg in English

Netherlands

Dutch king, Lithuanian president honor unsung Holocaust hero

Johan van Hulst Saved 600 Dutch Children From the Nazis. This Reader’s Father Was One of Them.

Was Anne Frank betrayed by a Jewish collaborator?

Anne Frank and antisemitism: The unwelcome focus of European soccer

The Holocaust in the Netherlands was a business model

Ghost writer revisits her own amazing Holocaust survival story in Amsterdam

These Dutch Holocaust survivors have been madly in love …

Amsterdam Jewish cemetery vandalized with swastikas; suspect …

Suspect arrested for spraying swastikas at Amsterdam Jewish cemetery

New Zealand

Kiwi Commentators Reveal Holocaust Ignorance - Shalom.Kiwi

'Where have you been?': An essay on heritage, the holocaust, and architecture

Norway

Transborder Studio's Holocaust study centre extension will be embedded into hill

Poland

In Poland, ‘a Narrow Window to Do Justice’ for Those …
Restitution Suit Pits Owner of 18th-Century Painting Against Polish Government -
The story of Kulmhof: Poland's first, forgotten Nazi death camp in Chelmno
Professor’s grandfather honored for secretly saving hundreds during the Holocaust
LeMond, Holocaust survivors ride from Auschwitz to celebrate Jewish life
I Was 16 When I Was Taken to the Cursed Auschwitz Death Camp — on Polish Soil
Against Poland's attack on Holocaust history - NY Daily News
Poland’s narrative amounts to Holocaust denial
Poland Backtracks On A Controversial Holocaust Speech Law
Poland Backtracks on Holocaust Law, but Presses Ahead on Judicial Overhaul
Poland strips back controversial Holocaust law | DW | 27.06.2018
Poland changes its controversial Holocaust law
Polish lawmakers change course on controversial Holocaust law
Poland U-turn on Holocaust law
Poland reverses course on disputed Holocaust law - USA Today
Poland backs down on Holocaust law, moves to end jail terms
Analyst: Changes Make Polish Holocaust Law ‘Less of a Defeat’; Jewish Groups Hail Move
Analysis: not all Poles happy with ‘Jewish victory’ after holocaust bill amended
How the U.S. pressured Poland into softening its law on Holocaust speech
Poland Waters Down Its Holocaust Law to Placate Trump
Outrage at Polish 'commemoration' of Kielce massacre - Israel ...
Unique museum tells story of Polish family murdered for hiding Jews during Holocaust
(Sponsored)
New Polish Holocaust museum to be associated with anti-Semite?
Holocaust Survivors, Tour De France Champ, Ride Through Auschwitz
Greg LeMond joins memorial bicycle tour from Auschwitz to Krakow
Riding a bike, cleansing a soul
Defending Auschwitz selfies, a new book unpacks Holocaust tourism
Olympic paddler helps raise memorial to murdered Polish Jews
Polish E-Commerce Company Removes Nazi Paraphernalia from Website In Face of Backlash
Poland in the summer of new discontents
Poland's WWII gov't in exile took part in talks on ...
House in Kielce, Poland, found to be made of Jewish gravestones
Holocaust film examining the role of bystanders at Auschwitz in the works

YidLife duo explore Krakow’s fascination with Jewish culture

**Romania**

New fund for needy Romanian Holocaust survivors to distribute $1.3 million

Romania starts to confront Holocaust past, but 'cycle of denial' remains

**Slovakia**

Synagogues become nightclubs in Eastern Europe - Jewish Telegraphic Agency

**South Africa**

Printing press of infamous KZN anti-Semite finds home at Holocaust Centre | Independent on Saturday

**Sweden**

Swedish Neo-Nazis Assault Pro-Israel Activist at Human Rights Festival

Caught between jihadists and neo-Nazis, Swedish Jews fear for their future

**UK**

Bravery of Prince Philip’s mum Princess Alice who saved Jewish family from Holocaust

Prince William's ancestor who saved a Jewish family in the Holocaust

Britain's Prince William starts Israel visit by honoring Holocaust victims

Duke lays wreath at Holocaust memorial

Duke commemorates Jews killed in Holocaust

Prince William makes sobering visit to Yad Vashem and recalls his great-grandmother, a Holocaust rescuer

'Terrifying, Trying to Comprehend the Scale,’ Prince William Says at Holocaust Memorial

The powerful note that Prince William left at Yad Vashem about his grandmother

You’ve probably never heard of the world’s oldest Holocaust museum

'A victory ride': cyclists to retrace Holocaust evacuees' journey for 80th anniversary

‘The book matters because it’s a first-person record of surviving deep trauma’

Holocaust survivor who went on to become two-time Olympian receives knighthood

The man who kept Holocaust memory alive

After fleeing Nazi Germany, Judith Kerr became Britain’s favorite storyteller

Holocaust survivor who treated Anne Frank in a concentration camp is dead at 95
Gena Turgel, Holocaust survivor, dies aged 95
My enduring memory of Gena Turgel was that she made me smile
Gena Turgel, Holocaust Survivor With a Love Story, Dies at 95
Holocaust survivor Gena Turgel’s family wants to set up foundation in her name
Gena Turgel, Holocaust survivor known as Bride of Belsen, dies
Gena Turgel: ‘When it comes to the Holocaust, you can never speak enough’
Righteous Gentiles honoured at Golders Green cemetery
The three lives of Marion Thorpe
Kindercastle saved from ‘perilous’ state after 20-year campaign
Why Alison Chabloz’s conviction should be celebrated
How the Brits Refuted Nazi Germany’s ‘Degenerate Art’ Exhibition
Top Holocaust educator is honoured
Labour is responsible for rise of 'softcore Holocaust denial', Dr ...
Deborah Lipstadt: Corbyn’s Labour made ‘softcore’ Holocaust denial acceptable
Auschwitz survivor: 'Beware of hate'
Greens MP is slammed for posting a 'sickening' Facebook photo...

USA
Jewish Family Service Secures State Funds for California Holocaust Survivors - Times of San Diego
U.S. Holocaust museum slams Israeli-Polish statement on Poland’s role in Shoah
In light of new legislation, survivors and educators stress importance of Holocaust, genocide education
Gangsters vs. Nazis: How the Jewish Mob fought American admirers ...
WJC US renews calls to extradite accused Nazi criminal to ...
‘It’s Not That the Story Was Buried.’ What Americans in ...
Max Fuchs, G.I. Cantor in Historic Battlefield Service, Is Dead at 96 ...
Max Fuchs, US soldier who led historic Jewish service in Germany during WWII, dies at 96
Bayside Cantor, Made WWII History
Concentration camp Judaica collected by Nuremberg prosecutor is sold at auction
Heed the Holocaust's lessons. Yes, fascism can ... - Miami Herald
Anne Frank’s family tried to leave for US but their requests were never processed
Anne Frank’s Family Tried to Escape to the United States, New Research Shows
Anne Frank, Emmet Till and visiting my mom’s Nazi-era home
Trump- Nazi Comparisons Are Absurd, Inappropriate ...
Dr. Ruth, Dr. Kissinger, and Trump’s Cruelty to Families ...

Jews separated from families during the Holocaust condemn US border policy

Washington – Former NSA Director Compares U.S. Immigration Policy To Auschwitz

Is it “just like” the Holocaust?

Jeff Sessions says comparing US immigrant policies to Nazi acts is a ‘real exaggeration’

With Holocaust comparisons, Sessions and others don't get it

Holocaust comparisons are muddying the immigration crisis

Immigration demagogues should meet this real Holocaust survivor

Stop cheapening the Holocaust to score political points

It’s Not the Holocaust

Are Nazi Comparisons Fair?

Detention facilities or ‘concentration camps’? A debate on names invokes the Nazis.

Immigration and the invocation of the Holocaust

Simon Wiesenthal Center smacks Child Separation Policy Critics for Invoking Holocaust Comparison

Don’t Separate Families at the Border — but Don’t Expropriate the Holocaust Either

Play the Holocaust card, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu | Varda ...

Nazis separated me from my parents as a child. The trauma lasts a lifetime | Yoka Verdoner

Mira Was Torn From Her Family During The Holocaust. Here's What ...

My father survived a concentration camp — only to be separated from his mother

Holocaust survivor Steen Metz remembers being a child detained in a family concentration camp with the Nazis

My Mother Was A ‘Hidden Child’ During The Holocaust. She'd Be Horrified By What’s Happening At The Border

She survived the Holocaust and says the trauma of being separated from your parents lasts forever

A Dallas Holocaust survivor sees his reflection in the faces of children separated from their parents

A Holocaust Survivor Reflects on the Lasting Impact of Family Separation and Deportation

Community | Like The Holocaust, Family Separation In The U.S. Will Scar Generations To Come

Holocaust and World War II survivors: Family separation and 'zero tolerance' bring back chilling memories

Michael Cohen cites ‘wrenching’ Trump child separation policy and Holocaust survivor parent in quitting RNC

Trump’s Nominee for Ambassador to Warsaw Under Fire for Highlighting Polish Antisemitism During Senate Hearing

Madeleine Albright: ‘The things that are happening are genuinely, seriously bad'
Holocaust survivor remembers the violence, but her focus is on peace
Holocaust survivor’s film ‘Big Sonia’ spreads message of love over hate | HeartThreads
'This is your duty': Holocaust survivor shares message of love through award-winning film
Lola Schuss, 96; wrote of experiences surviving four concentration ...
Cafe Europa brings together holocaust survivors in Portland area: 'I believe in love'
When ‘Never Forget’ Becomes ‘I Don’t Remember’
One day, there won't be any more Holocaust survivors. This museum ...
What New Yorkers Knew About The Holocaust, And When
Einstein letter on rise of the Nazis up for auction
Orthodox Jewish Housewife behind Secret Deal to End the Holocaust
Former St. Louisan’s film about Holocaust survivor grandmother gets local debut
Holocaust survivor David Tuck: ‘This time, let God forgive me’
Judith Leiber obituary: Handbag designer to the stars
Clemens Kalischer, 97, Refugee Photographer of Humanity, Dies ...
Barbara Steiner, who helped build Holocaust museum in Skokie, dead at 92
Speaking With Survivors
Holocaust Survivor Speaks of His Time at Auschwitz at Ohio County Public Library | News, Sports, Jobs - The Intelligencer
New Holocaust Museum exhibit challenges us to continue asking hard questions
With a New Facility, the Dallas Holocaust Museum Will Ask Us To Envision a Better Future - D Magazine
Dr. Daniel Greene guest curator at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum on new exhibit
Distorting the Holocaust - at the US Holocaust Memorial Museum?
The Half-Life of Sexual Abuse in a Holocaust-Survivor Family
DNA Results Reunite Family 80 Years Later
Precious possessions: The genocide survivors who kept them tell their stories
US Teacher Honored for Highlighting Polish Holocaust Hero
Parkland Teacher Wins Anne Frank Center Honor
Dov Marhoffer - 'Never Again!' Belongs to the Holocaust— Not an Anti-gun Rights Book and Campaign
Rabinsky recalled as Holocaust education pioneer
Shout Out: Joyce Witt, Holocaust educator
‘Bearing Witness’ to the Holocaust — Jewish Journal
Creating ‘Windows’ Into Survivors’ Stories — Jewish Journal
Holocaust survivor tells story to thousands of children via global talks, book, AZ Jewish Post
90-year-old Holocaust survivor stresses importance of education to Catonsville Middle students
Police Academy Looks To Holocaust For Lessons On Policing Today
In ‘Catcher Was a Spy,’ Paul Rudd is a Jewish baseball player turned Nazi hunter
Living to tell: With the help of Florence’s John Bidwell and Kris Holloway, Holocaust survivor Irene Butter shares her story
Film producer, TV’s Superman honored by Holocaust ...
NBA’s Ray Allen: Learning — And Teaching Others — About The Holocaust
Torah that survived Holocaust is in the Springs
US diplomat who helped Jews flee Holocaust gets highway marker
Wiedmer: KAVOD a charity to make all Chattanoogans proud | Times ...
Holocaust reunion led to arrest of murder suspect - IJN | Intermountain Jewish News
They survived the Holocaust, and then he rescued her from communism. Sixty-five years later, they’ve reunited.
Turning horror to hope
The importance of teaching kids about the Holocaust
Holocaust survivor David Schaecter to screen new documentary in Aspen
Holocaust Survivor Deprived Of Formal Education Finally Gets High School Diploma
Holocaust museum scholar pushes fund drive for group that compares Israel, Nazis
Delray grandson of Holocaust survivor makes special donation to museum
Flirting with Holocaust denial at William Paterson University
Pittsburgh school officials to take Holocaust trip to Poland
Holocaust Memorial Center names Tim Constant as manager of education outreach
LI woman shares family's Holocaust story
World War II veteran, 94, shares his story in Holocaust museum exhibit
Why take our college basketball team to Auschwitz? - The Washington ...
Official Palestinian Daily Calls Trump ‘Copy of Hitler’
Guardians of the ‘Jewish’ Galaxy, the End of the Zionist Dream... | Jerry ...
George Soros wasn’t a Nazi, Roseanne Barr. He was a 14-year-old Jew who hid from them. (Washington Post)
Roseanne Barr apologizes to George Soros for calling him a Nazi collaborator
‘Drunk History’ covers the tale of Nazi Adolf Eichmann with the help of Rachel Bloom and Weird Al Yankovic

Wisconsin high school senior hails 'Final Solution' in yearbook quote

At 90, spunky Dr. Ruth Westheimer now focuses on what comes before foreplay

Illinois governor calls for neo-Nazi congressional candidate to drop out of race

Jews Must Be Stopped: California GOP Candidate Robocall

From Dixie to the Third Reich | Origins: Current Events in Historical ...

Captain America: Still Fighting Nazis, 77 Years Later - Medium

A Holocaust survivor started this super-trendy parenting philosophy (Kveller)

A Woman of Valor in the French Resistance

Vatican

Pope Francis: ‘Never forget the Shoah’

Pope Francis and the Problematic Sainthood Cause of Cardinal August Hlond
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PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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